
Ko� �a� Tapa� Men�
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+441202477923 - http://www.koh-thai.co.uk

A complete menu of Koh Thai Tapas from Christchurch covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Ken Cooper likes about Koh Thai Tapas:
I'm not the one who really leaves an assessment, but this place deserves it more than! eating was absolutely
amazing! general portions with a massive kick of taste, best ripening I had even without doubt! great personal
together with a great atmosphere, will be definately back. many thanks for a great experience: read more. Koh
Thai Tapas from Christchurch cooks tasty dishes with the Thai culinary known spices and (fish-)sauces, along

with loads of freshly harvested vegetables, seafood and meat, On the daily specials there are also several Asian
dishes. The restaurant also offers a extensive variety of spicy tapas, which are surely worth a try, Besides, the

inventive blend of different dishes with new and sometimes adventurous ingredients is appreciated by the
customers - a good case of Asian Fusion.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mai� course�
RIBS

Mea� dishe�
YELLOW CURRY

Appet�er
TEMPURA

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Mai� Dishe�
RED CURRY

GREEN CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

LAMB

FISH

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

PRAWNS

BEEF

CHILI

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00 -22:00
Tuesday 12:00 -15:00 17:30
-22:00
Wednesday 12:00 -22:00
Thursday 12:00 -15:00 17:30
-22:00
Friday 12:00 -15:00 17:30 -22:30
Saturday 12:00 -15:00 17:30
-22:30
Sunday 12:00 -15:00 17:30 -22:00
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